
Score :Name :

Value of the Digit - MCQ

1) Choose the correct number in which 9 has the value 90. 

a) 69 b) 479 c) 914 d) 291

2) Choose the correct number in which 3 has the value 300. 

a) 385 b) 437 c) 913 d) 38

3) Choose the correct number in which 7 has the value 7. 

a) 72 b) 376 c) 637 d) 782

4) Choose the correct number in which 2 has the value 20. 

a)  293 b) 427 c) 241 d) 42

6) Choose the correct number in which 1 has the value 1. 

a)

a)

123 b) 721 c)

c)

517 d) 17

b)

c) d)

7) Choose the correct number in which 5 has the value 500. 

a) 354 b) 85 653 514

8) Choose the correct number in which 6 has the value 60. 

36 641 962 d) 326

5) Choose the correct number in which 8 has the value 800. 

a) 842 b) 489 c) 58 d) 984
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